For possibLe use of such optical infornation processings as hoLograrn menories, the need for a light bean defLector is increasing. Especi4lly, an el-ectrica1.Ly controllable deflector having a l.arge defLection angLe is required. To Figure 2 shows the experimental curves of the deLay tines versus the field Ho of magnetostatic and nagnetoeLastic waves. At Ho=L500 0e the turning point exists at the center of the YIG rod It is seen from Fig. 2 that near the turning point the wave number k of spin waves becomes large and varies rapidLy.
1) Introduction
For possibLe use of such optical infornation processings as hoLograrn menories, the need for a light bean defLector is increasing. Especi4lly, an el-ectrica1.Ly controllable deflector having a l.arge defLection angLe is required. To Figure 2 shows the experimental curves of the deLay tines versus the field Ho of magnetostatic and nagnetoeLastic waves. At Ho=L500 0e the turning point exists at the center of the YIG rod It is seen from Fig. 2 that near the turning point the wave number k of spin waves becomes large and varies rapidLy.
With increasing the input power above a threshold value, the anplitudes of the peaks n=L12r"'became extrenely large and then the instabiLities were observed near I each resonance peak. Figure 3 shows a typicaL frequency spectrum when the instabiLities were observed near the n=1" peak. It is seen that the Lower sidebands are hig.hly generated. The mechanisrn of the instabilities is clarified to be due to the second-order parametric process 3).
3) Light Deflection due to Spin Waves
As weLL known, YIG crystal-s are transparent i.n'the near infrared light frorn L;L5 to 4.5-u 
